Clustering of stimuli on single-walled carbon nanotube bundles enhances cellular activation.
Functionalized single-walled carbon nanotube bundles (f-bSWNT) adsorbed with T-cell-stimulating antibodies are shown to enhance both the kinetics and magnitude of T cell stimulation compared to the same concentration of free antibodies in solution. This enhancement is unique to f-bSWNT compared to other artificial substrates with high surface area and similar chemistry. We explored the origins of this enhanced activity with FRET microscopy and found the preferential formation of large antibody stimuli clusters (5 to 6 microm) on the surface of functionalized versus untreated nanotubes. This highlights the important aspect that antigen clusters can be formed on f-bSWNT, impacting the potency of the T cell stimulus. Clustering of T cell antigens on artificial substrates impacts the avidity of interaction with cells facilitating rapid stimulation dynamics and an overall greater magnitude of response. These findings support the use of chemically treated nanotube bundles as an efficient substrate for the presentation of antigens and point to their potential in clinical applications involving artificial antigen-presentation for ex vivo T cell expansion in adoptive immunotherapy.